
CELEB GOSS IN A LIFE WITH #RONA

I have gots to apologize for not sending these out in a while. Due to the rona

virus ruining everybody's lives, including THEMS and A listers , the celeb goss

has been #bleak. I didn't want to overwhelm everyone with more corona

content since that seems to be everyones only personality lately so I waited

to gather some tepid goss to share with all of you. Folks that day has come

and I finally have shit to share with allz of youz. Enjoy and hope it's a

distraction from this dark vibe we are all in. 

A ZIGI BABY = CAMP 
I doubt this is new news to any of you (I would

be concerned if you had no idea what I was

talking about) but model THEM goddess Gigi

Hadid is having a baby with Zayn Malik. This is

a big deal for me because I stanned Zayn Malik

for a solid 4 years of my life (my directioner

days) and he started dating Gigi after her

breakup with my first husband Joe Jonas. At

first everyone wasn't sure if it was true because

TMZ broke the story, but soon after internet

twitter stans began to do some sleuthing. They

noticed a baby bag at her 25th quarantine

bday in Pennsylvania and it was pretty much

confirmed. This afternoon Gigi went on Jimmy

Fallon and confirmed it herself. Watch the

interview HERE. Gigi and Zayn got back

together in December after breaking up in

January 2019. 
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N EWS L E T T E R

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gh7Hy9CpagQ


 

 

CODY MARTIN JK COLE SPROUSE LMAO 

Okay listen up people. Cole Sprouse's

relationship with Lili has always been a sham.

There are always rumors circulating that he is

sleeping with other people and then there is

never enough proof for an actual story to

break online. I think that when they first

started dating Cole was obviously the much

more famous one, and while I still think he is

currently more famous than Lili, she has a

way more promising trajectory than he does,

which BUGS him. Anyways, there are rumors

he is sleeping with Kaia Gerber after he was

spotted hanging with her quarantine squad

(tommy dorfman, ashley benson etc. ) There

are also photos of her at his house. This is all

sus considering Lili and Cole aren't even

quarantining together and thats just the first

red flag if you ask me.. Like come on at least

fake it like Shawn and Camilla. Publicly they

are "still together" , but if you ask me this just

for publicity and Riverdale spon. 
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DEMI'S FINSTA DRAMZ 

Last week Demi Lovatos Finsta leaked and

was posted all over the internet. The account

is followed by some celebs like Sam Smith

and Lauren Jauregui (literally WHO) of 5th

Harmony fame. It was filled with juicy Selena

Gomez goss. The two stars had been best

friends since the Barney days and were

known to be a friend power couple for

YEARS. They obvs had a huge falling out and

have hated each other ever since. Selena

stans are known for coming up with fake shit

because they hate Demi so people are saying

these posts could be a #fakenews . Im going

to pretend they are real for the sake of good

gossip and because I do truly believe Demi

hates Selena and they have BEEF. I highly

recommend zooming in and reading all th

captions because they are hilarious , fake or

real. 

https://www.cosmopolitan.com/uk/entertainment/a28077732/winter-love-island-release-date/
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/ellievhall/prince-harry-legal-complaint-mail-sunday-meghan-markle
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FtSd844cI7U&t=1s
https://www.tmz.com/2019/09/05/gigi-hadid-bella-anwar-tyler-c-dua-lipa-yolanda-mother-funeral/


TOP 2 SONG PICKS 

Here are the two songs I listened

to the most this week! The first

one is a 2016 classic but has

recently made its way to my ears

and Im not mad about it! Kid Cudi

is also hot and it's all I think about

when I listen to this song so enjoy.

Weakness is from Lennon Stellas

new album Three.Two.One. and it

features her sister Maisy. They

both have angelic voices and it is

a great shower song. 

ROMANCE MIND BLOWNJUST GOOD

TOP (QUARANTINE) LEWKS OF THE WEEK   

 

WEAKNESS FT.  MAISY STELLA
LENNON STELLA

CHARLES MELTON 
(@melton) 

 

KYLIE JENNER 
(@kyliejenner)

CHIARA FERRAGNI
(@chiaraferragni)
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MOVIE RECS 

 

ROSE GOLDEN FT. WILLOW
KID CUDI

No strings attached
Friends with benefits
The ugly truth
How to lose a guy in 10 days
He’s just not that into you
Something borrowed
27 dresses
Life as We Know It
To All the Boys I’ve Loved Before
Love Rosie
2 Night Stand
The Way We Were
When Harry Met Sally
Pretty women
Rain man

Get out
Fight club 
Girl on the train
Gone girl
10 clover field lane
Shutter island
Night crawler
The gift
The killing of a sacred deer 
Super 8
A quiet place 
Annihilation

My sisters keeper

Definitely, maybe

The help

Pay if forward

Book of Henry 

Blind side

Bridge to Terrabithia

Radio 

Baby driver

Mamma Mia 2 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FtSd844cI7U&t=1s

